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Understanding differences

Toolkit for teachers: Navigating
IEPs

By Brittney Newcomer, MS, LSSP

Understood's resources for educators are backed by research,
vetted by experts, and reviewed by classroom teachers.
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An Individualized Education Program (IEP) serves as a
roadmap to help you support many of your students who
learn and think differently. It describes an individual
student’s strengths and the services and supports the
school will provide the student. An IEP also fosters
collaboration between educators, families, service
providers, and the student.

The IEP is powerful — but it can also be daunting if you’re
not familiar with it. That’s why we created this toolkit. 

The toolkit aims to: 

Demystify the laws, definitions, and processes of the
IEP 

Navigating Individualized Education
Programs (IEPs): Your roadmap to
equitable access
PDF

Download

https://assets.ctfassets.net/p0qf7j048i0q/6FxgXIfvhgn4jAxlX79R4C/12bdc592b18a93b14f445bcf4a16439f/EMBARGOED_Understanding_Individualized_Education_Programs__IEP__Toolkit.pdf
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Give practical and actionable tools to clarify your role
as a teacher
Ensure that all students with IEPs thrive (whether
during in-school learning or distance learning)

Ready to dive even deeper into IEPs? There’s a course
to go along with this toolkit: IEPs From A to Z:
Understanding Individualized Education Programs.
The self-paced course — developed by Understood
and available on the Canvas Network — is open and
free for you to take.

For families

Looking for resources to give to family members of
students who have IEPs? Share these tools:

How to tell if your child’s IEP goals are SMART
Download: IEP goal tracker
Questions to ask about your child’s IEP goals

Share
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https://learn.canvas.net/courses/2808
https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/special-services/ieps/how-to-tell-if-your-childs-iep-goals-are-smart
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Brittney Newcomer, MS, LSSP is the director of instructional
design at Understood for Educators, which she joined after serving
in public schools for more than a decade as a teacher, evaluator,
and curriculum manager.
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Stay informed
Sign up for weekly emails containing helpful resources for
you and your family

Review our privacy policy. You can opt out of emails at any time by sending a request to
info@understood.org.
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